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Arduous, exciting and demanding are words which can be used to describe Telemark Racing.  

Telemarking is the oldest form of skiing, dating back to the Viking times when they would ski from 

village to village transporting goods and other essentials needed daily.  Telemark racing is a form 

of skiing using the Telemark turn.  Unlike alpine skiing the equipment used for Telemarking skiing 

has a binding that only connects the boot to the ski at the toes, just as in cross-country skiing.   

 

   
 

In January 2023, I competed in the National Telemark Championships in Pralongnan-la-Vanoise, 

France.   

 

Telemark skiing is exceptionally fun, but the ten days 

was extremely hard work.  On arrival we were placed 

into our groups based on ability and as this was the 

British Championships hosted by the Army and Navy I 

ended up in a mixed group with Soldiers, Marines, and 

Civilians.  This was extremely exciting especially as 

wearing ski equipment, I was unrecognisable and 

therefore for the first three days, kept getting asked 

what Regiment I was from and how long I had served 

– I had lots of fun here, until I was busted as a 13year 

school boy! 

 

The first five days were about build up training and 

development, the days were long, and the training was 

hard.  Every day I would wake up and be on the 

mountain for around 8am.  I would meet my group and 

instructor and with them, I would ski the whole 

mountain side, working on my technique and the 

basics of telemarking.  I would then head back to 

diner, homework an evening lesson on racing, 

equipment preparation or fitting and finally bed. 

 

 

  



When we were up on the mountain it was 

considered a normality to sight the many different 

species of animal located there, from the ibex 

(which was actually the towns emblem) to the 

bearded vultures that owned the skies. 

 

The ibex was an amazing animal, classed as a 

wild goat and distinguished by the male’s large, 

recurved horns, which was transversely ridged in 

front.  The ibex could be found climbing or foraging 

at the very top of the highest peaks with not a care 

in the world and would make a daunting sight. 

 

As well as meeting a whole range of new people from all different back grounds and professions I 

competed in three races:  The classic, the Sprint and the Mountain Race over the course of 3 days. 

 

The Telemark Classic race is the cornerstone of Telemark racing:  It involved a course of up to 40 

gates, with a number of features unique to Telemark such as the Rap, a jump and a skating 

section.  

 

 
 

A lung buster of an event, especially with a skate section, although the atmosphere and 

camaraderie of everyone cheering you on was magic and great to be part of.  The final event of the 

competition was the mountain race.  This involved the fitting of skins, or equipment which allowed 

the skis to move one way but stick the other.  The start was a Le Mans style start, when the start 

flag dropped we had to sprint to our equipment, fit and race up the hill 2km, remove the skins and 

Race Features 

Telemark turns must be made through all 

gates, except where there are yellow flags. 

Time penalties apply. 

Rap.  A banked 360° turn. 

Skating.  Flat or slightly uphill and roughly 

1/3 of the race time. 

Jump. 10-20m of ‘air’. Time penalties are 

awarded for failing to clear a distance line. 



then ski down, it was exceptionally technical and a very different style of racing, but most of all 

tested your endurance and fitness, especially working at altitude.   

 
For the two weeks, it wasn’t just an experience learning about telemarking, it was life changing, 

from the spectacles of the surrounding wilderness to the many stories laid out by my peers and 

what I learned about the Armed forces, the roles they complete and the different people which 

make it up.  It was an eye opener to the many wonders of the world.  

 

      



Interview with Vice Chief of the Defence Staff (VCDS) 1 

 

During the Championships the Vice Chief of the Defence 

Staff (VCDS) General Gwyn Jenkins, CB, OBE, ADC 

visited and I had the opportunity to host him at dinner one 

evening.   

 

VCDS is deputy to the Chief of the Defence Staff, the 

professional head of the British Armed Forces and is a 4 

star General, so at the top of British Armed Forces.  During 

dinner we were chatting, and it became apparent General 

Jenkins was educated at Malmesbury School, which was 

pretty amazing.   

 

So not missing an opportunity, the following day, I offered him a coffee for an interview – funny 

enough he paid for the coffee but did accept the interview.   

 

Interview with General Gwyn Jenkins.   

 

Question 1 - So you are the Vice Chief of the Defence staff, what does that mean on a day-

day basis? 

So, the Vice Chief of Defence is effectively one of the chief executives within defence, specific 

responsibilities for all defence personnel and defence equipment, but it’s probably best to think of 

me in terms of being the chief strategy officer for defence.  

 

Question 2 - Going back to the start, what school did you got to and what was it like? 

I went to Malmesbury School and left in 1989 after finishing with two and a half A levels.  In those 

days the school was split between two sides: the lower and the upper school. 

 

Question 3 - What GCSE’s or O levels did you take? 

It was O levels and I sat about 7 in those days I was strongest in the arts (history, geography and 

art) weakest perhaps in the sciences and I have subsequently found out I am a dyslexic which I 

think explains some of the challenges I had at school, but I was successful enough to overcome 

the challenge and get my O levels. 

 

Question 4 - Did you always want to become a Royal Marine? 

Not at all, I always wanted to be a fighter pilot, that was my ambition from about the age of 6 so I 

joined the air cadets in Malmesbury in the pursuit of that ambition.  It wasn’t until the 6th form until I 

went to Biggin hill for my 6th from scholarship exams and failed the eyesight test so I was unable to 

be a pilot but a friend gave me a pamphlet for the Royal Marines which looked interesting so I 

pursued that and the rest is history. 

 

Question 5 – One of your Jobs was to be Military Assistant to the Prime Minister in 2012, 

what was that like? 

The most amazing, life experience, probably the hardest job I’ve ever done just in terms of needing 

to be on call 24hours a day 7 days a week, never quite sure what was going to happen next.  The 

job involved working in Downing Street, my office was right next to the Prime Ministers, David 

Cameron’s office, my responsibilities was to prepare briefs and advice for him for the big meetings 
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and then to accompany him on overseas trips.  We would then fly together all over the Middle East 

and Gulf and countries including Afghanistan, Pakistan, Kazakhstan and those sort of places.  But 

equally to be right at the centre of government and to get an insight into how genuinely strategic 

decisions are made from the government was an amazing experience I will cherish for my whole 

life.   

 

Question 6 - What advice would you give a young person pursuing a career in the military? 

I guess the first piece is just to go for it, I’ve found it very hard in my career to predict who is going 

to succeed and who is not.  I think if you have an ambition to follow then you should follow it to the 

best of your ability.  Sometimes that can be hard work and sometimes you may have set backs, we 

all get setbacks, but the important thing is to have the resilience to be able to learn from your 

mistakes and improve and comeback stronger. 

 

Question 7 - Looking back what would you like to say to your teenage self? 

I guess I would tell him that he is going got have an absolutely awesome life - I have been so lucky 

in my career and in my personal life and a lot of it is luck.  I would like to give him confidence as he 

comes out of Malmesbury school into the wide world to say “that you going to have to work at this 

but it’s going to be alright”. 

 

I think that would’ve of been a great 

confidence boost to me because 

Malmesbury school did a lot for me.  I was 

really lucky to be a part of that school, it’s a 

great atmosphere I’ve made some great 

friends there that I’ve kept my whole life but 

it is a rural comprehensive school, in the 

middle of Britain and there is a big wide 

world out there. 

 

I think if anything I left there not quite sure 

how I would stack up against the rest of the 

world and if I could give the confidence to 

myself in retrospect to say the product that 

comes from Malmesbury school is easily 

good enough to stack up against the best 

and the rest of in the country it would of 

done a lot just to help me through the first 

few years as I found my feet.  

 


